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Welcome to the summer 
edition of Message—the face 
and voice of the West Coast 

Black LGBTQ+ Community. 
In this special summer/Pride 

edition, Becoming, we intend to spice 
things up a bit with our sexy swim-
wear/underwear section, highlight lo-
cal Icons who have helped to pave the 
way, introduce emerging Black CBO 
leadership, and bring to your attention 
free community resources.

In a time when so many in our 
LGBTQ+ community struggle to 

reconcile their identity as well as their 
sexual expression, In The Meantime 
continues to stand as a sex-positive 
space. Here, we celebrate all of who 
we are while encouraging our brothers 
and sisters to make healthy decisions 
around risk behavior and managing 
their overall well-being in an effort 
to create a heathier community for 
everyone. 

Now, let the summer begin!
 

Jeffrey C. King is Founder and Executive 
Director of In The Meantime Men’s Group.

Icons, Swimwear, 
and Leadership

By Jeffrey C. King

CALL FOR SPECIFIC TIMES AND LOCATIONS
818-441-1216 or 323-733-4868

In The Meantime Wellness
2146 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90018

InTheMeantimeMen.org

IN THE MEANTIME

Get Tested
Insti HIV Test Results Available in 1 Minute

In The Meantime
Wants to Be Your
Personal Tester
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What is a House? 
My definition of a house is a 

family structure created for individuals 
in an environment that is not normally 
supportive of one’s life or sexuality. A 
lot of people seek house membership 
to build their support systems, gain 
acceptance, enhance their self-
esteem, find a place that affirms 
their being, and for justification or 
validation purposes. 

At least that’s why I did…

What is the Ball Community?
The Ballroom Community is a 

subculture that is present within an 
already disenfranchised community. 
The Black gay community is already 
an isolated community, most times 
based on acceptance, stereotypes, 
and phobias that have been placed 
upon it. In people’s journey to find 
themselves, this community is 
affirming, allowing them to be who 
they are. With the created categories, 

BECOMING AN
Icon

5 West Coast Icons of the  
House and Ballroom Community 

By Greg Wilson

IT’S BLACK LGBTQ PRIDE IN LA

In theMeantimeMen's Group
presents

The Official Black LGBTQ Opening Celebration

Redline DTLA
131 East 6th Street

Los Angeles, California 90014

Saturday, June 29, 2019 
6-10 p.m.

Food and Complimentary Beverages
Entertainment 

Special Guest Appearances

FREE COMMUNITY EVENT

The Ultimate
WhiteParty
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it allows a person to find a place to 
fit in. 

What are the benefits of the 
competitions?

The competition aspect builds 
self-esteem and something to strive 
for. This could be a great beginning 
for one seeking to build social 
structure, though this very scene is 
easy for many to get lost inside of. 

Success is not just given 
away or sold to individuals 
on a street corner. So, when 
one is on this journey of self-
discovery, acceptance or simply 
acknowledgement, they fight so 
much harder to maintain their place, 
status or purpose when it may not be 
acceptable in their everyday lives.

I was first introduced to the 
House and Ballroom Community 
in 2002, when I was 20 years old. 
I recall being a spectator, looking 
on as I saw this new style of dance 
(old way/voguing) and becoming 
fascinated as I watched people 
runway walking through the clubs 
(European Runway) which ultimately 
became the category I walked once 
I became active in my House—“The 
Iconic House of Ultra Omni” founded 
by Pioneer Icon Lifetime Achiever 
Kevin Omni.

I remember how everyone 
would come to the local club/bar in 
anticipation of the very last hour when 
DJ ABC or DJ Ben would let that 
repetitive House Beat soar through 
the speakers bringing everyone into 
a frenzy… giving Life to the children 
and helping all others forget about 
the Life that awaits them outside the 
doors. 

For this hour, I remembered 
the feeling of having no worry in the 
world, because all that mattered was 
that moment in time. It was at this 
time that I had my first glimpse of 
these signature figures that everyone 
seemed to go crazy for… I now know 
why they are named as some of the 
Icons of the West Coast. 

Pioneer Icon West 
Coast Grandmother 
Ja Ja Mizarahi
Ballroom Career Began: 
1988-89

1996-1997: The Ball Scene 
starts in Los Angeles; with Ja 
Ja’s guidance, it formulates from 
Hoopla to Rodeo.

1998: Ja Ja throws the first Los 
Angeles Ball

Deemed Icon: 2019

Categories Known for: BQ 
Vogue Fem; European Runway; 
High Fashion Best Dressed; Foot 
and Eye.

Did You Know: What I had 
to go through to get the House 
of Rodeo out there and to be 
accepted; and that I started the 
Ballroom Scene on the West 
Coast.

My Legacy: My name and the 
House of Rodeo, now an Iconic 
House (majorly known in the 
West and Midwest), to continue 
through the Ballroom Scene.

Quote: “I am the bitch that 
started it all!”

Pioneer Icon  
Dione Ferragamo
Ballroom Career Began: 1995

1997: Dione Ferragamo is the 
first House Father on the West 
Coast alongside mother Asia 
Ferragamo.

Deemed Icon: 2019

Categories Known for: Foot 
and Eye; Labels; Head to Toe; 
Best Dressed

Did You Know: Dione likes to 
sing jazz standards.

My Legacy: In addition to help-
ing create the West Coast Scene, 
I want my legacy to be that I add-
ed value to sustain and preserve 
it for generations to come.

Quote: “When you learn, teach; 
when you get, give.”—Maya 
Angelou

Icon Kage Mizarahi
Ballroom Career Began: 1989 
in Detroit.

Deemed Icon: in New York City 
in 2014 by the pioneer Icon Kevin 
Omni.

Categories Known for: Body; 
Sex Siren; Perfect 10s

Did You Know: Debut album 
released April 20, 2019 and 
featured on BET’s Boomerang; 
CEO of www.ohbobbybehave.
com, men’s apparel and 
underwear line.

My Legacy: LGBTQ+ activism 
and to see the cure of AIDS.

Quote: “When peace is infinite 
the world wins.”

Who are lifetime achievers?
Following the legacy and foot-

steps of some lifetime achievers like (to 
name a few): Stewart Ebony, Paris Du-
pree, Peppa Labeija, Danielle Revlon, 
Avis Pendavis, Octavia St. Laurant, 
RR Chanel, David Ultima, Kevin Omni, 

Marcel Christian, Tracy Africa, Eric 
Christian Bazaar, La Duches Wong, 
Moldavia Labeija, Jose Xtravaganza, 
Dre Ebony, Tony Milan, Whitney Mu-
gler, Andre Mizarahi, Sinia Ebony, and 
countless others… it’s incredible to 
experience history in the making with 
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Brian had his HIV under 

control with medication.

But smoking with HIV caused 

him to have serious health 

problems, including a stroke, 

a blood clot in his lungs and 

surgery on an artery in his 

neck. Smoking makes living 

with HIV much worse.

You can quit.

CALL 1-800-QUIT-NOW. 

#CDCTips

HIV alone  
didn’t cause the 
clogged artery  
in my neck.  
Smoking with  
HIV did.
Brian, age 45, CaliforniaBrian, age 45, California

HIV alone  
didn’t cause the 
clogged artery  
in my neck.  
Smoking with  
HIV did.

1.577 pt

Message_Brian_5.5x8.5.indd   1 5/29/18   11:12 AM

Icon Mother  
Devine Lanvin
Ballroom Career Began: 1997

2008: Devine throws first West 
Coast Legends Ball alongside 
Arnold St. Laurent.

Deemed Icon: October 2016

Categories Known 
for: Realness; Sex Siren; 
Performance and Body

Did You Know: I am a licensed 
cosmetology instructor.

My Legacy: To be a great 
leader and inspiration to all trans 
women.

Quote: “I am not perfect, but I 
am the best me I can be.”

Icon Duke Mizarahi
Ballroom Career Began: 
1995-1996

Deemed Icon: 2018

Categories Known for: Thug 
Realness

Did You Know: I’m not a mean 
person.

My Legacy: Staying true (to 
your craft and yourself).

Quote: “Make sure there’s 
respect and loyalty in whatever.”

our West Coast Ballroom Icons that 
are on their way to one day becoming 
lifetime achievers themselves.

What’s the definition of a 
Ballroom Icon?

Ten to 20 years plus. Those who 
have excelled in many categories and 
have given back to the community fall 
into this category. These people have 
also succeeded in giving successful 

events, as well as should have been 
inducted into the Hall of Fame and 
have won many, many trophies 
and are on their way to lifetime 
achievement.

Who are some other West 
Coast Ballroom Icons?
Icon Al Allure
Icon Arnold St. Laurent
Icon DaShaun Lanvin
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After numerous attempts to catch Carlos Jamieson on the phone, I 
was finally able to pin him down for this long-awaited In The Meantime 
interview. Although Carlos is candy for the eyes, he is somewhat reserved 
when it comes to sharing his real personal life with others who are not a 
part of his small, close-knit social circle. 

Tall, dark, and handsome, 175 
pounds, 5 feet 11 inches, single 
with a confident swagger for the 

gods. Beyond the beautiful physical 
appearance that captures your 
attention from moment one exists a 
calm and sensitive creative named 
Carlos Jamieson. 

Carlos values honesty in his 
friendships and partner relationships. 
He grew up in Long Beach—the 
oldest of three and the only boy in the 
family. There is a smile in his voice as 
he shares about his deep love and 
affection for his granny, mother, two 
baby sisters and his aunty Shaneka. 
He was raised by strong Black 
women. 

“Growing up in L.A. is rare. I 
love L.A. and would never leave it,” 

he says. “I enjoy traveling, and my 
second favorite city to visit is Miami. I 
love the beaches.”

True friendship is core to Carlos’ 
foundation and helps to provide 
stability and support in a world that 
can get a bit rough from time to 
time. 

“My friends know everything 
about me, and they share everything 
with me,” he explains. “I would give 
them the shirt off my back if they 
needed it. They would do the same 
for me.” 

It is said that one can never judge a 
book by its cover. Thus, one might 
not imagine that Carlos Jamieson 

is a gifted licensed hair stylist, has an 
eye for fashion and a flair for design, 

Carlos  
Jamieson

Confidence, Courage, and Charisma 

By Jeffrey C. King

Model: 
Carlos Jamieson
I @thegr8ist 

Designer: 
Reckless by Ron
I @recklessbyron 

Photographer: 
A. J. Calloway
I @ajaaimage
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or that he is passionate about interior 
decorating. He is a true foodie who 
fluctuates between real down-home 
food and distinguished fine dinning. 
He puts it succinctly: “I love to cook 
and entertain.” 

Working as a hair stylist allows 
Carlos the opportunity to lend an ear 
while showing off his more sensitive 
and compassionate side, providing 
guidance and support to his clients 
who count on him to make them 
laugh, listen to their concerns, and 
beat their hair.

Even with all the love and support 
that Jamieson received from his 
friends and family, there was 

nothing that could have prepared him 
for a struggle with alcoholism. 

“Although I experimented with 
other drugs, alcohol was my drug of 
choice,” he says. “It is the thing that 
tried to take me out. I am willing to 
tell my story because I want people 
to know that it is possible to recover 
and have a life of their dreams. When I 
entered recovery, I didn’t know much 
about it. I was afraid and defensive.” 

It was at this moment in our 
interview that Carlos reminded me 
that I was his escamo: a person who 
introduces someone else to recovery. 
I remember how he fell into the arms 
of Kathy Watts and Loyda of the Van 
Ness Recovery House.

“I had nothing to lose but 
everything to gain,” he confides. 
“I got reconnected to the God of 
my understanding I call ‘Universal 
Consciousness.’ I’ve been able to 
heal my spirit through the 12-Step 
program.”

It was amazing to see how these 
three powerful personalities came 
together to guide and support Carlos 
to where he is today. OK, enough 
about me, now back to the story. 

“My sober birthday is July 10. 
I’ll be four years sober. Today my 
life is rich and filled with hope and 
possibilities that are available to me. 
I wouldn’t trade my life today for 

anything,” he says confidently.
He goes on: “I would tell anyone 

who is struggling with addiction, 
you can choose life and change 
everything about yourself. I can 
guarantee that it is possible, and life 
gets better on this side. It’s not hard, 
but it will get uncomfortable before 
it gets better—as long as you are 
teachable and keep an open mind in 
every aspect of your life.”

“Today my future is bright, I 
envision opening my own salon/yoga 
studio. I plan to continue to live my life 
and enjoy every minute as it comes 
and look like a snack while doing it.” 

As featured in the summer 
edition of Message, Carlos 
wears sexi like a pro. This has 

not always been the case. In fact, 
he can recall when growing up all 
throughout school he was called 
peewee because he was extremely 
small compared to his classmates. 
My, how things change. Today 
Jamieson struts his stuff with a 
healthy sense of self-confidence. 

“Today I feel good about who I 
am and have become,” he says. “I 
love myself inside and out. Yes, I’m 
in the gym three to four days a week, 
and I’m also in a meeting on a weekly 
basis. I work with other addicts, and 
I’m of service when and where I can. 
I also reserve the right to save some 
for myself. Self-care is critical to one’s 
emotional wellbeing. If you can’t 
cheer for yourself, who will cheerlead 
for you? Being self-confident can 
sometimes be mistaken for being 
cocky.”

“If you are struggling with your 
personal appearance, please strive 
to identify your strong qualities and 
own it,” he goes on. “Confidence is 
key, and never compare your success 
to other people. Always look for the 
similarities, and you will find your 
place in this big world.”

 

Jeffrey C. King is Founder and Executive 
Director of In The Meantime Men’s Group.

Model: 
Carlos Jamieson
I @thegr8ist 

Designer: 
Reckless by Ron
I @recklessbyron 

Photographer: 
A. J. Calloway
I @ajaaimage
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Model: 
Carlos Jamieson
I @thegr8ist 

Designer: 
Reckless by Ron
I @recklessbyron 

Photographer: 
A. J. Calloway
I @ajaaimage
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Not since the likes of Carl Bean and Jewel Thais Williams have we seen 
someone as committed and razor sharp-focused on the wellness of the 
Black and Black LGBTQ+ communities as Jeffrey King, Founder and 
Executive Director of In The Meantime Men’s Group, Inc. 

It is with a keen sense and precision that he has led a progressive 
grassroots movement that has positively impacted the lives of thousands 
locally and nationally. He stands in the gaps as one of Los Angeles’ greatest 
social justice advocates of all time. 

King is iconic in his willingness to speak out against injustice and issues 
that impact the most vulnerable. His advocacy transcends Black gay men 
and includes women and the transgender community with a true passion 
for the wellness needs of youth.

When asked to interview King, I was a bit hesitant, as I wasn’t sure that 
I could capture the true essence of this community Icon. But after some 
thought, I realized that by writing this interview I would be saying thank you 
to someone who has struggled to help so many, including myself. 

It was an exceptional Sunday afternoon when King agreed to meet with 
me in the backyard of his charming Leimert Park home. He didn’t hesitate 
to share that he planted all of the flowers and does his own gardening. He 
chuckled as he shared how much he loves nature and watching things grow 
and blossom. 

BECOMING
Jeffrey King

Social Architect, Social Justice Activist, 
Interventionist 

By Alan Smithee
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Before I began my list of questions, King offered me a drink, sat down on 
his wicker chair, leaned in, and whispered as if someone else were listening. 
“I look forward to the day when one of my mentees will hire me for a part-
time consultant position that allows me to work from home,” he said. We 
both laughed out loud, and I got to work with this interview of an L.A. Icon. 

How did you get started in this 
work?

I grew up in a family where 
both parents helped others in our 
community. They taught me a lot 
through example. My mother assisted 
the elderly and volunteered at my 
elementary and junior high schools. 
She was always helping somebody 
along the way. Her quote for us kids 
was, ‘To whom much is given much is 
required.’ This is something that has 
stuck with me all of my life. 

Can you talk a bit about growing 
up?

Well that would take a lot of time 
to share, but I will tell you that my 
father died when I was nine years old, 
and when I was home from boarding 
school my mother died in my arms at 
the age of 15. My entire life as I knew 
it was changed forever. I grew up in-
stantly. I returned to boarding school, 
attended USC, and completed my de-
gree in psychology at Cal State many 
years later. I struggled with addiction, 
and with a lot of support from people 
who loved me I am now proud to be 
25 years clean and sober. I don’t think 
that I had a real childhood beyond the 
age of 15. 

I lived my life as a bisexual and 
ultimately stepped into my truth rela-
tive to my sexual identity in my early 
20s. I’ve lived and loved in Los Ange-
les since 1969. 

What drives you to continue to 
stand up when the road gets 
tough?

For as long as I can remember, I 
had to watch how racism, classism, 
sexism, homophobia, the lack of ac-
cess to equal employment opportuni-
ties, and HIV stigma helped to destroy 

the lives of so many people who were 
deserving of love and acceptance and 
inclusion. I watched how these types 
of oppressions became internalized 
oppression and resulted in suicide, 
alcoholism, drug addiction, incarcera-
tion, extreme depression, and other 
not so desirable outcomes for so 
many people who look like me. My 
interest in psychology and helping 
others was propelled by the loss of so 
many of my friends and peers during 
the height of the AIDS crisis and the 
crack epidemic. We lost so many 
amazing human beings to both. When 
I lost my big brother and best friend 
Richard Lundy to AIDS, I woke up and 
stepped into a role that I never imag-
ined that I would champion. 

I was back in school, working 
on my internships, working a full-
time job when I set out to create 
what we now call In The Meantime. 
I called my friends at the time and 
asked for their support, and they all 
said “yes” at the beginning. As time 
would progress and it was time for 
the real work to begin, many of them 
became preoccupied with life and 
moved on. In The Meantime was born 
and supported by a few great men 
and women, many of whom are still 
participating, including our current 
board members. They have been here 
all the time. 

What has been your biggest 
disappointment in doing your 
work?

It has always eluded me when I 
encounter disrespectful people who 
are not Black, nor gay, yet feel more 
empowered to prescribe what they 
feel is best for Black gay men and the 
Black community at large. I have been 
astounded to witness how millions of 
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Black Gay Men’s 
Wellness Month
August 1-31, 2019

Opening Gala Reception
Tuesday, August 6, 2019

7-9 pm

LA84 Olympic Foundation
2141 W. Adams Blvd. 

Los Angeles, California 90018
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dollars from the federal government 
intended for the Black community 
seems to evaporate before it can get 
to where the greatest need exists. 

I am more disappointed at Black 
people who consistently help per-
petuate this type of misappropriation. 
I am also concerned at the level of 
what appears to be apathy that exists 
among us, although I understand 
personally how daunting it can be to 
have to consistently remind people 
that the needs of Black people must 
be a priority. It is saddening that so 
many in positions of power have sold 
us out. 

I’m proud to say that ITMT has 
assisted researchers, public health 
officials, executive directors, political 
leaders, and other such influencers 
in addressing the holistic wellness 
of Black gay men both locally and 
nationally. Operating within our 
purpose we have stayed in our lane, 
only seeking funding to support 
the work we set out to do more 
than 21 years ago. Our mission has 
not changed, but our capacity to 
facilitate said mission has expanded 
exponentially. 

Other executive directors use our 
models every day. And we are glad to 
see that there are more minority-run 
CBOs starting to pop up and excel in 
achieving their missions. I am even 
more excited to see these organiza-
tions become clear in shaping their 
programming to fit their missions, 
setting an example of cutting-edge 
innovation. 

ITMT has provided employment 
for many who would not have been 
hired in other agencies. ITMT has pro-
vided financial scholarship and hous-
ing assistance, linked hundreds into 
care, provided mental health coun-
seling to hundreds, provided social 
support to thousands, assisted post-
incarceration men in helping them to 
gain their balance and find support. 
Many divisions of public health have 
benefited from our advocacy and 
leadership. If you look closely in social 

media, you will see many mirrors at 
other agencies and startup programs 
that were first implemented at ITMT. 
It is exciting to see that others mimic 
our ideas and interventions and even 
employ staff trained at ITMT. 

Enough said. I’m more concerned 
about what I and In The Meantime are 
doing to have a positive impact at the 
grassroots level. We do what we do 
and work with others who show a sin-
cere desire to foster positive progres-
sive change in our community. 

What are your greatest lessons 
learned along the way?

I have learned so much from my 
parents, my education, my staff, my 
board, and my lived experience. All 
of these lessons are great, and I am 
grateful for each and every one. It is 
through the tough times that I have 
learned how God is able, and through 
the smooth spaces how blessed I 
am to do this work and live this life. I 
have learned to stay in my lane and 
focus my energy, gifts, and talents 
on what I have been given to do. I am 
constantly competing with myself to 
be better each day that I am blessed 
to live on this planet. 

To be of service to God’s people 
is a precious gift and not a game that 
we play. I have learned that as you 
grow, there are people who will try to 
stunt your growth out of jealousy. But 
lets be clear: no man is a match for 
God. 

What is important for younger 
people coming along in the social 
service and social justice advocacy 
arena? 

Stay true to who you are, and 
stay open to learning from those who 
have come before you. Always show 
respect to your elders and ask for 
help when you are in need of direction 
and support. Use your powers for 
good, and avoid the trap of ego and 
of lack and limitation. You will always 
get what is intended for you. Never 
give up!
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Born, raised, and residing in 
Los Angeles, California, Ivan 
Daniel III studied theatre 

and entertainment business at 
Los Angeles City College Theatre 
Academy and Communications at 
San Diego State University. He has 
spent four decades in media and 
entertainment including radio, fashion, 
television, and event promotions, and 
over three decades in social and HIV/
AIDS activism.

In the early 1990s, realizing 
the destruction occurring in many 
underserved communities in Los 
Angeles ravaged by HIV and AIDS, 
Ivan became a HIV/AIDS activist, 
serving as a health educator 
for HIV/AIDS community-based 
organizations. He also served as 
the entertainment and sponsorship 
chairman for Los Angeles Black Pride 
for several years.

In 2000, Ivan established Ivan 
Daniel Productions, a Los Angeles-
based production company producing 
weekly and monthly nightlife events, 
including FirstFridayzLA, Club Metro, 
and BLAQ, which lasted for more than 
12 years with a very large following. 
As a successful event producer, and 
one of the first and most significant 
urban hip hop promoters in the 
West Hollywood club circuit, Ivan 

successfully merged the urban hip 
hop community into to the West 
Hollywood community, and thereby 
helped unravel social, cultural, and 
racial barriers and social stigmas 
to unite varying communities. Ivan 
currently co-produces special events 
with his business partner Mke the 
Mayor under the “Roc LA” brand, 
continuing to support and sustain 
nightlife entertainment for future 
generations.

Understanding what a unique 
opportunity it is to fuse and to 
uplift the lives of people of various 
economic and social backgrounds, 
Ivan utilizes his experience in 
entertainment and activism, and his 
expertise in launching grassroots 
movements, to launch programs 
and services activating social, 
life change, and empowerment 
for people of African descent and 
communities of color. This includes 
his latest project, two independent 
development programs, Success 101 
and Success 2.0. More information 
on the programs is available at www.
idpsuccess.com and @idpsuccess on 
all social media platforms.

Sundiata Alaye is a writer and columnist, 
and much sought after lecturer and facili-
tator in spiritual psychotherapy worldwide.

BECOMING
Ivan Daniel

The Work and Life of L.A.’s 
Legendary Events Promoter 

By Sundiata Alaye
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In 1973, the country was in the 
midst of the Cold War. Richard 
Nixon told the world he wasn’t a 

crook. The first American prisoners 
of war were released from Vietnam. 
A dozen eggs cost 45 cents, Roe v. 
Wade made abortion a constitutional 
right, and Patrick Kearney preyed on 
gay men.

And in 1973, Jewel Thais-Williams 
opened the doors of Jewel’s Catch 
One, one of the first Black discos 
in the United States, and initially 
meant to be a supper club. “For 
the first couple years, I had live 
entertainment—Esther Phillips, Etta 
James,” says Thais-Williams. “Then 
I had Sunday night talent shows with 
20 to 25 people, just outstanding 
singing people. They could sing their 
faces off, just one right after another, 
after another, after another.”

Jewel’s Catch One evolved 
into a staple of L.A.’s dance scene. 
Legendary performers like Ma-

donna and Rick James graced 
the stage, while revelers hustled 

and bumped the night away. 
More than a nightclub, Jewel’s 
Catch One was a safe haven. 
It welcomed the misfits, the 

outcasts, the huddled masses of 
Black sheep—those turned away 
by everyone else. The club re-
mained open for an astounding 

42 years, closing its doors in 2015.

To understand the success of 
America’s first Black disco, you first 
have to get to know Jewel Thais-
Williams, who grew up knowing the 
feeling of not belonging.

She was born in 1939, only 74 
years after the abolishment 
of slavery and 25 before the 

dissolution of segregation. Her 
parents, Ruth and Willie, were just one 
generation removed from the end of 
the Civil War. Born in Arkansas, they 
migrated from city to city.

“I was born in Gary, and I had 
four siblings that were older,” Thais-
Williams says. And while Gary offered 
educational opportunities, it wasn’t 
quite the promised land her parents 
had envisioned. “The real promised 
land was in California. Palm trees. 
Sun. No temperatures in the zeroes.”

Ruth and Willie moved their fam-
ily to the warmth of San Diego, but 
all was not sunshine and good times. 
Though she was close to her father, 
Thais-Williams’ relationship with her 
mother was marked by years strug-
gling to earn her approval.

“My mother would really bear 
down on me all the time,” she says, 
“and one day I got the courage to tell 
her, ‘One of these days I’m gonna 
have so much money, and I’m gonna 
get a big house and put you over 
there with a nurse. But I’m gonna be 

BECOMING
Jewel Williams

Club Mogul, Holistic Healer,  
Social Justice Activist, Philanthropist 

By Keldine Hull 
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the one that’s gonna have to take 
care of you. So just remember that 
when you’re telling me I’m never 
gonna be nothing.’” While trying to 
amount to something, Thais-Williams 
also grappled with feelings she didn’t 
understand, or maybe didn’t want to 
understand.

She wasn’t fully aware of 
being gay until she turned 25. 
“Sometimes women would 

flirt with me,” she says, “and I’d 
say, ‘What are they looking at?’ I 
didn’t figure it out because it wasn’t 
discussed. No kind of sex. Even 
heterosexual sex wasn’t discussed.”

“But my intro to it came really, 
really hard with my first lover. It was 
tough. I was working at Safeway 
and Marianne—she was tall, thin, 
fair skin—reminded me of my mom. 
But there wasn’t any kind of sexual 
attraction for her at all,” she relates.

After a year of working together, 
Marianne invited Thais-Williams to her 
home to cook steaks for dinner. Thais-
Williams had no idea what was going 
on initially, although Marianne thought 
she was a lesbian, and “in the know.” 
Soon, she was.

Coming out in the ‘60s wasn’t 
just difficult—it was damn near 
impossible. “It wasn’t like I slept with 
Marianne and got to call home and 
was, like, ‘Hey, this is Jewel. Guess 
what. I like women. I like them a lot.’ It 
wasn’t like that. It was years of hiding 
and being in the closet. Lots of years. 
In fact, it wasn’t until I was 50 that I 
had an open conversation with my 
parents.”

Thais-Williams and Marianne 
stayed together 11 years. By the end 
of the relationship, the similarities 
between Marianne and Thais-
Williams’ mother became much 
clearer. Marianne could give a master 
class in manipulation. “There was 
some fear and trepidation. She could 
change faces. She could cry. If there 
was something she wanted, I don’t 
care what it was, then she went for it. 

And she got it no matter what she had 
to do for it.”

Years after she left Marianne, 
Rue came into Thais-Williams’ life. “It 
takes a lot of work to be in a relation-
ship. Over the years, Rue and I have 
gotten it together. It was not easy, but 
I was determined, if we were gonna 
be together, to not fall back into being 
that little girl with my mom again. No, 
I’m gonna live my life.” After 28 years 
together, Jewel and Rue still find ways 
to make their relationship work.

Thais-Williams attended UCLA 
and graduated with a B.A. in history; 
but she determined that the only 
way to get that money she had once 
promised her mother was to work 
for herself. Now it was the early ‘70s, 
and most West Hollywood nightclubs 
discriminated against minorities, 
and the LGBTQ+ community was 
generally not welcome in Black clubs. 
Thais-Williams decided to create a 
space where everyone felt welcome.

Jewel’s Catch One was always 
more than a nightclub, and 
she was always more than an 

entrepreneur. In 1998, she went back 
to school, earning a master’s degree 
in Oriental Medicine. In 2015, when 
retired from the nightclub business, 
she turned her focus to the Village 
Health Foundation, a nonprofit she 
had formed 14 years earlier, offering 
health treatment and education to 
minorities and low-income individuals 
in the Los Angeles community. The 
Foundation is inclusive, just like 
Jewel’s Catch One.

Thais-Williams stands as a bea-
con of hope for a community often 
forgotten by the rest of the world. At 
Jewel’s Catch One, you didn’t just 
dance. At the Village Health, you 
don’t just receive medical treatment. 
You found a friend, a soulmate, and a 
home.

This article originally appeared in the 
March 2018 issue of Sovo// magazine 
(www.sovomagazine.com). 

Jewel Williams with
 Kevin Thrower
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Emerging 
Leadership

 Meet South L.A.’s Carl Highshaw
By Gerald Garth

AMAAD stands for “Arming 
Minorities Against Addiction 
& Disease” and that is exactly 

what the AMAAD Institute is doing. 
Founded in 2014 and located in the 
heart of Watts, California, AMAAD is 
a peer-led grassroots organization 
committed to making a difference 
where it’s needed. It facilitates 
personalized individual access 
to programs and services that 
foster safe and supportive healthy 
environments for people to live, learn, 
and develop to their fullest potential. 

The agency was born through the 
passion of president and founder Carl 
Highshaw. Though serving as execu-
tive director, Highshaw references 
his primary role as “executive social 
worker.”

“I’ve had the pleasure to work 
for more than 25 years in service to 
community via multiple organizational 
entities. As a social worker I’ve always 
found reward in helping others,” he 
says.

Through the course of his ca-
reer, Highshaw has served in many 
capacities—from deputy director 
to drug and alcohol counselor, but 
he’s experienced the greatest delight 
meeting communities where they are 
with appropriate, sound, and relevant 
services. 

Thus, the vision of the AMAAD 

Institute. While AMAAD was founded 
as a recovery support community, the 
agency has grown to include mental 
health services, transitional housing, 
linkage to support services, policy, 
advocacy, and training, and it has 
a continuously growing calendar of 
programs, events, and leadership 
development initiatives.

Looking at health and wellness 
from a whole-person perspective 
continues to be central for Highshaw 
and AMAAD. “When I decided to 
found the AMAAD Institute, I did so 
with a purposeful intention of creating 
a program portfolio that would work 
at the intersection of needs,” he said.

AMAAD’s programs, services, 
and events engage many subcom-
munities, serving LGBTQ+ people, 
Black and Latino communities, 
women, youth, the formerly incarcer-
ated, people living with HIV, people 
who use substances, and people 
experiencing homelessness, all while 
prioritizing mental health and building 
and strengthening overall community.

“I recognize AMAAD’s program 
offerings are broad,” says Carl, “but I 
think it can be summed up by saying 
that we value intersectionality with an 
intentional focus on South L.A.”

To connect with Carl or find out more 
about AMAAD, visit www.amaad.org.
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Throw It In The Bag
Drop-In Social Discussion Groups

LIFE
Personal and Professional Development Trainings

The Bridge
Resource Linkage and Referral Service

In The Meantime Get Tested
HIV Testing and STI Screenings/Peer Navigation

MyLife MyStyle
Health Education Empowerment Series

Quarterly Social Events

Community Outreach/Condom Distribution

BoiRevolution
LA’S HOTTEST URBAN SOCIAL CLUB 

Young Black Gay Men 18-29 Years of age 
f @BoiRevolution2017  I @inthemeantimemen

323-733-4868

Y O U  C A N  H A V E  I T  A L L
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